Insulin facilitates repetitive spike firing in rat insular cortex via phosphoinositide 3-kinase but not mitogen activated protein kinase cascade.
The insular cortex (IC) processes gustatory and visceral information, which functionally correlate to feeding behavior. Insulin, a well-known hormone controlling glucose metabolism, is released by elevation of blood glucose concentration following feeding behavior. The IC expresses dense insulin receptors and receives projection from the hypothalamus, which monitors changes in glucose concentration. Therefore, it is likely that insulin modulates neural properties in the IC. However, little is known about the effects of insulin on electrophysiological properties of the neocortex including the IC. To explore the effects of insulin on subthreshold responses and action potential properties in the IC, intracellular recording with sharp glass electrodes was performed from IC pyramidal cells using slice preparations. Although application of insulin (100 nM) had little effect on the resting membrane potential, input resistance and rheobase, insulin significantly increased the frequency of repetitive spike firing in response to a long depolarizing current pulse injection: the slope of the frequency-current curve was increased from 23.7±2.3 Hz/nA to 29.5±3.4 Hz/nA. Insulin slightly decreased the action potential threshold without affecting the amplitude of medium-duration and slow afterhyperpolarization (sAHP) s. The insulin-induced facilitation of repetitive spike firing was dose-dependent and blocked by pre-application of 200 nM lavendustin A, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor. Moreover, when combined with 200 nM wortmannin, a phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-K) inhibitor, or 500 nM deguelin, an inhibitor of protein kinase B (PKB/Akt) downstream of PI3-K, insulin failed to increase the frequency of repetitive spike firing. In contrast, co-application of insulin and (10 μM) PD 98059, an inhibitor of mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK), exerted facilitation of repetitive spike firing. These results suggest that acute insulin-induced facilitation of firing frequency is at least partially induced by hyperpolarizing effects on the action potential threshold, and that this facilitation is induced by activation of PI3-K but not MAPK cascade.